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The Cambridge Center 
Behavioral Events Calendar 

February 2, 2007 Progress and Challenges in the Behavioral Treatment of 

Autism, Association for Behavior Analysis, Boston, MA 

April 13, 2007 2nd Annual CCBS Northeast Conference on Autism:  

Evidence-Based Practices, UMass Medical Center, 

Worcester, MA. Keynote Speakers: Andrew Bondy, Ph.D., 
Pyramid Educational Consultants and Tristram Smith, 

Ph.D., University of Rochester Medical Center 

May 24-26, 2007 SQAB Conference, Society for Quantitative Analyses of 

Behavior, Manchester Grand Hyatt, San Diego, CA 

May 25-29, 2007 33rd Annual Convention, Association for Behavior 

Analysis, Manchester Grand Hyatt, San Diego, CA 

October 5 - 7, 
2007 

Annual Meeting of the Trustees, Cambridge Center for 

Behavioral Studies. Chicago School of Professional 

Psychology, Chicago. Hosted by colleague and friend, Dr. 
Charles (Chuck) Merbitz. 

March 22-23, 2007 21st Annual BAAM Convention, Behavior Analysis 

Association of Michigan, New Student Center, Eastern 

Michigan University, Ypsilanti, MI  

Ongoing 

Announcements 

Ongoing announcements about behavioral events may be 

found at:  www.behavioranalysis.com 

September 25-27, 

2007 

Behavioral Safety Now! Conference, The Hyatt 

Regency, Kansas City    

Twenty-five years. In 1981 Robert Epstein led a small group 
of founders to establish the Cambridge Center for Behavioral 
Studies. That year the Oakland Raiders defeated the 
Philadelphia Eagles in the Super Bowl. Ronald Reagan began 
his first term, major league baseball experienced its first 
players’ strike, and Sandra Day O’Conner became the first 
woman associate justice of the United States Supreme Court. 
In the World’s Series, the Dodgers defeated the Yankees in 
six games. Dan Rather succeeded Walter Cronkite as CBS 
news anchor. And Charles married Diana.  
  
The world has turned many times since then. And the 
Cambridge Center has become a major presence in behavior 
analysis, psychology and education. The Center’s website, last 
year accessed by over 800,000 visitors, is now a primary 
resource for teachers, students, parents, practitioners and 
caregivers, as well as the single best and most authoritative 
source of behavioral applications in the field of autism.  
  
The Center’s mission is to advance the scientific study of 
behavior and its humane applications, and the prevention 
and relief of human suffering — a major challenge, one that 
Center programs, guided by board, trustees and advisors, 
have addressed. From the parents of children with autism, to 
large scale applications of behavioral technology in the 
workplace, Center resources and programs reach out to make 
a difference in people’s lives. At a CCBS behavioral safety 
accreditation award ceremony, an employee reflected on the 
meaning of the event, the award, to her. “I’m proud of what 
we’ve done. And I wish my son had come to work here, with 
me, where it’s safe. He went to work at a company down the 
street and lost his arm.” 
  
The election of new trustees and advisors during the annual 
meeting speaks to the ever changing, renewable energies of 
our science, the Center and its people. The significant 
personal and financial contributions of CCBS members, with 
over 80 people personally engaged in the development of 
Center programs over the past year, gives testimony to the 
importance of both the mission and Center programs.  
  
Financial contributions by Hank and Susanne Pennypacker 
have further strengthened the funds supporting Pennypacker 
Lecture series, one aimed at bringing behavior analysis to 
bear on public policy.  
  
Ed Anderson’s financial contribution at the end of 2005, 
$727,000, has made it possible for us now to consider new 
and innovative means to advance the Center’s mission. And, 
to make the kinds of program investments that will return 
dividends that support the Center in years to come. A major 
challenge. 

 The Center has developed the infrastructure and 
leadership to enter Internet-based continuing education. 
Our first offerings are targeted for behavior analysts, but 
the program has the capacity to expand both the training 
and applications of behavior analysis to other professional 
groups, possibly the general public. 
 
We take pride in our new publishing venture, the 
Cambridge Center/Sloan Century Series in Behavior 
Analysis. The series will bring valuable new work in our 
field to students and faculty. Already a new (fourth) 
edition of Charles Catania’s Learning text has been 
published, and new books by Jay Moore, Conceptual 
Foundations of Radical Behaviorism, and Beth Sulzer-
Azaroff, Promoting Progress Among Children on the 
Autism Spectrum: Practical Field Activities for First Time 
Users, are being readied for publication in 2007.  
  
The Cambridge Center has closed the books on its 25th 
year. By any measure of social and corporate effectiveness, 
the Center has achieved success. With your help, the next 
25 years will be even better. 

Dwight Harshbarger, Ph.D. 

Executive Director 

The CCBS Silver Anniversary: 
A Beginning 

CCBS 

CCBS 

CCBS 
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The Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies was founded 
in 1981.  The founder, Robert Epstein, was joined by a 
distinguished group of behavior scientists, philanthropists, 
and corporations:  Edward L. Anderson, Donald A. Cook, 
Gerbrands Corporation, J.M. Harrison, Kenneth J. Keller, 
Anne Kupfer, Jeffrey Kupfer, Hugh G. Loebner, Norman 
Baxley Associates, Pfizer Corporation, Research Press, 
Leo J. Reyna, and Upjohn Company. 

Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies 
336 Baker Ave., Concord, MA  01742-2107 

Tel:  978-369-2227, Fax:  978-369-8584 

Email:  center@behavior.org 
Website:  http://www.behavior.org 

 
H.S. Pennypacker. Ph.D. ~ Chair, Board of Directors 

Dwight Harshbarger, Ph.D. ~ Executive Director 

Tara Kasey ~ Business Manager 

Rebekah Pavlik ~ Webmaster/Manager Member Services 

                              Editor, The Current Repertoire 

Kenneth Stephens, Ph.D., Operant Systems ~ Web Application 

                              Developer 

My home phone rang early one Sunday morning in the late 

1970’s. I immediately recognized the voice on the other end 

as belonging to J. Robert (Bob) Cade, known to most as the 

inventor of Gatorade. He asked if I would join him for 

breakfast at Pic’N’Save and I readily agreed. Bob is a 

nephrologist at the University of Florida Medical Center and 

I knew that whatever he wanted to discuss would be 

intriguing. 

 

After we had ordered, he began his presentation. In the 

course of conducting renal dialysis on a female patient who 

had been diagnosed with schizophrenia, he had noticed a 

remarkable remission of her symptoms. He needed sound 

empirical documentation of these changes and was not 

satisfied with what had been afforded him by the people in 

Clinical Psychology. He knew of the behavioral approach 

and was asking me for assistance. 

 

I gave him a short lecture on the general principles of operant 

conditioning and the importance of continuous direct 

measurement when studying behavior. I then described the 

work of Ogden Lindsley in the 1950’s and suggested that we 

could establish a similar laboratory and use Og’s methods to 

evaluate the effects of hemodialysis on schizophrenia. Bob 

enthusiastically agreed and offered to fund the activity with 

Gatorade royalties.  

 

Later that day, I contacted Jim Johnston and he signed on to 

the project. Jim was already in the process of building a 

human operant laboratory in our department and had students 

available to do the heavy lifting. Soon schizophrenic patients 

were being escorted from the Medical Center to the 

Psychology building where they sat in a room pulling 

plungers and earning tokens. From time to time, they 

underwent dialysis and we were able to observe the effects in 

their cumulative records. Some of this work is summarized 

in the reference cited below. The tactics were 

straightforward: establish steady state responding, introduce 

a treatment (e.g., dialysis or sham dialysis), recover steady 

state, introduce another treatment, etc. In all cases, the 

experimental decisions were based on characteristics of the 

individual data. 

 

News of Cade’s  discovery spread rapidly. NBC sent a film 

crew headed by John Cochran to do a feature on the original 

patient who had by then established a foundation and was 

leading a normal, however public, life. Other clinical 

investigators began using the procedure and reports of 

success appeared in journals like Science.  

 

One day, Bob called and asked if I would accompany him to 

a meeting at the O’Hare Hilton in Chicago. National 

Institutes of Health (NIH) was sending a team to meet with 

us in an effort to arrive at a standard protocol for dialyzing 

schizophrenic patients so that federal funding could become 

available. At the meeting were research psychiatrists, 

psychologists, and a statistician. We presented our data, 

stressing the highly individual nature of the experimental 

regimen for each subject and pointed out that fixing in 

advance the duration of phases would have been ludicrous. 

For my part, I emphasized our debt to Claude Bernard for his 

guidance in the study of individual phenomena like behavior. 

I had hoped that the physicians in the group might recognize 

the contribution of Claude Bernard to their discipline. The 

NIH team was unimpressed. They wanted a one-size-fits-all 

prescription for managing this procedure and we assured 

them that such an intersubject approach would almost 

guarantee cancellation of any effects across subjects. The 

meeting adjourned and, as far as I know, no protocol was 

ever adopted nor was any such research ever funded by NIH.  

 

I was reminded of this episode recently when a former 

student of mine, now in a highly respected graduate program, 

emailed me a research proposal for my comments. She was 

proposing a between-subjects analysis of the effects of 

timing durations on acquisition of academic performance. I 

pointed out that her design would confound any effect of her 

variable with intersubject variability. She replied that she 

knew that, but the proposed design would be more readily 

accepted in an educational journal.  

 

Group designs have their place in behavioral research. 

Evaluation studies almost always ask questions about effects 

of variables on large groups. To understand the effects of a 

variable on the behavior of an individual, however, we must 

still conduct our analyses at the individual level. Just ask 

Claude Bernard! 

From the Chair 

H.S. (Hank) Pennypacker, Ph.D. 

Chair, Board of Directors 

Johnston, J.M., Wallen, A., Partin, J., Cade, R., Stein, G., Goldstein, M. 
K.,  Pennypacker, H.S. and  Gfeller, . (1983).   Human operant 

laboratory measurement of the effects of chemical variables.  The 

Psychological Record, 33, 452-457. 
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The partners in a law firm discuss the strategy to be followed 

in a complex litigation. The drafters of a piece of legislation 

discuss how it will be received—who will support it and 

oppose it, and how it would operate. A school superintendent 

discusses proposed changes in the school district’s safety 

policies. Military planners conduct operations research for 

the foiling of a possible terrorist attack. Investment bankers 

plan a hostile takeover. Marketing executives and their 

advertising agency plan a product introduction campaign. A 

business manager seeks to improve operations by instituting 

more effective incentive compensation systems. Parents 

discuss how they might go about changing their daughter’s 

social activity patterns. Economists discuss the effects of 

various ways to control inflation. A political candidate for 

public office plans her campaign strategy. 

 

What do all of these situations have in common? Answer: 

The need to analyze the behavioral contingencies that are 

involved—the “if, then” rules and conditions that determine 

what people do and don’t do. How does one do that? One 

starts by trying to identify all of the individuals who may be 

affected by the contemplated decisions, strategies, or plans. 

It’s important to be aware of the entire landscape and not 

overlook that one individual who might help or hinder. For 

example, the law firm partners may decide that the actors are 

the judge, several individuals in the camp of each litigant, 

each of the lawyers involved, certain potential witnesses, and 

the various financial interests that have stakes in the 

outcome; and the drafters of the legislation may identify 

dozens of parties that would be significantly affected.    

 

The next step would be to do one’s best to identify all the 

actions that each of these individuals might take in the 

situation, and the consequences of those actions, positive, 

negative, or indifferent, for each of the other identified 

individuals. Once all of these possible actions and reactions 

have been identified, the challenge is to decide how the 

contingencies can be modified or redesigned to influence 

those reactions.   

 

That’s where a system for the analysis of behavioral 

contingencies and an associated language, can be very 

helpful. (See the text box for a brief summary of the 

language for the analysis of behavioral contingencies, and 

the referenced full paper, if desired1) This language can be 

used to diagram complex contingencies that involve many 

parties and many of those parties’ possible actions and the 

consequences of those actions. The analysis would also 

consider important subtleties, such as which of the parties is 

aware of which contingency, which party perceives or 

misperceives which consequence, and the perceived 

probabilities of the contingencies and of the magnitudes of 

the consequences. Any behavioral contingency, no matter 

how subtle or complex, can be analyzed in this manner. 

 

What is the benefit of taking such a systematic and elaborate 

approach? Is the light it might shed worth the candle? It 

depends on how much is at stake—how much a better result 

is worth. A detailed understanding of the prevailing 

behavioral contingencies is usually a precondition for the 

effective management of situations that involve people and 

their actions. The reason for this is that behavioral 

contingencies, unlike the personal histories of the individuals 

involved, can often be modified and manipulated to good 

effect. Common types of adjustments and modifications are 

the installation of consequences that may involve patterns of 

rewards and punishments, and the manipulation of cues, 

information, and time periods. A correct analysis of the 
behavioral contingencies that are involved provides guidance 

regarding the adjustments and action steps that will result in 

the desired dynamics.  

 

One purpose of the present article is to make behavior 

analysts and other psychologists aware of the opportunity to  

(Continued on page 4) 

Behavioral Contingency 

Analysis:  

A Service that Behavior 

Analysts Can Provide 

Francis Mechner 

Here is a brief summary of the language for the 

analysis of behavioral contingencies: 

A →, which is read as, “If act A occurs then … (any 

type of consequence).” Thus every A is pre-

ceded by an implied “If.” 

Agent of the A:  When the behavioral contingency 

involves more than one party, pre-subscripts 

of every A indicate which party’s act is de-

noted: (e.g., aA, bcA ). 

Time periods:  T →, read as “after the termination 

of time T …” The actual value of time T can 

be shown in the diagram, if known and rele-

vant. If T is variable or indeterminate, the 

symbol vT can be used. 

Termination of contingencies: A contingency repre-

sented by a horizontal arrow is terminated 

when it is cut by a vertical arrow originating 

from another A or T.  

Consequences:  Any event resulting from the per-

formance of an A or from the termination of a 

T is referred to as a consequence, represented 

by the symbol C. The C term refers broadly to 

all perceived and relevant aspects of the pre-

vailing environment, so that only one C can 

be present at one time. 

Simultaneity of onset:  A vertical bracket enclosing 

vertically listed As, Ts, or Cs indicates simul-

taneity of onset of the listed conditions. For 

instance, an A and a C inside a bracket, like 

this, would be read as, “When C is 

present then if A, then …”  

A
C
→

1The full paper can be accessed at www.mechnerfoundation.org. 
An earlier version of the contingency language was originally 

presented for the description of single inindividuals’ interactions 
with their environment in the paper Mechner, F. (1959). A 

notation system for the description of behavioral procedures. 

Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior, 2, 133-150. 
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provide valuable services to many of our society’s 

institutions—law firms, corporations, governmental agencies, 

education systems, political candidates, legislators, investment 

bankers, and various other types of organizations and 

institutions. The services would consist of working with 

clients to analyze the behavioral contingencies that are 

involved in the contemplated plan, legislation, action step, or 

policy, with a view to improving the outcome and averting 

failure.  

 

A second purpose of this article is to solicit the participation 

of software developers in the creation of open source software 

to streamline the contingency analysis process and to make it 

more powerful. The full paper referenced above describes this 

challenge in full, but here it is briefly:  

 

The first and easiest task would the creation of a simple 

questionnaire for use by the client in performing the first steps 

outlined above—identifying the actors, their actions, the 

consequences of those actions, and related information. 

 
The next step would be the development of software that 

converts the registered information into virtual, sometimes 

multi-dimensional, behavioral contingency diagrams. Such 

diagrams would exist only in the computer memory. The 

referenced paper illustrates what such diagrams might look 

like when presented in two dimensions, on paper. 

 

The goal of the final and longer-range step would be to 

generate models of the way the registered contingency 

structure would play out in the real world, and the behavioral 

dynamics that might be expected, given all the information 

and assumptions entered by the client in response to the 

questionnaire’s prompts. To generate such models, it would 

be necessary to use a data base consisting of the relevant body 

of knowledge, i.e., whatever is known about the behavioral 

effects of the types of contingencies that are being considered. 

The main elements of such a knowledge base would be the 

behavioral effects of presenting, withholding, or signaling 

rewards and punishments of various relative magnitudes and 

probabilities, of the effects of presenting or withholding cues 

and information regarding prevailing contingencies, and of the 

behavioral effects of time factors. Over time, the data base of 

such knowledge would continue to be refined, expanded, 

upgraded, and updated to reflect advances in behavioral 

science, but it should turn out to be useable and useful even in 

its early stages.  

 

Anyone interested in participating in this project should 

contact Francis Mechner at fmechner@panix.com or CCBS. 

(Continued from page 3) 

TV for PECS 

Harry MacKay donated two teaching machines used in the 1950s and 60s 
in research on human verbal learning. Thank you to Harry Mackay for 
donating the machines, and to Andy Lattal for placing them in his museum 
at the Psychology Department of West Virginia University. 

Thank you Harry MacKay and 

Andy Lattal 

Producers from HOUSE, a medical series on the FOX station, called 
Pyramid Educational Consultants, Inc. (www.pecs.com) seeking infor-
mation about their product, PECS, for an episode, Lines in the Sand.   
 
PECS products, a communication book and pictures, were sent and 
used.  The episode opened with a father working with his son, a child 
with severe autism, helping him to identify shapes and words. 
 
Andy Bondy, co-founder of PECS, tells us that the son had his PECS 
communication book in front of him while his father asked, "Give me 
bicycle!" The son had problems responding due to an illness which 
became the point of this medically oriented show. 
 
Dr. Bondy noted, "We developed PECS to first help children learn to 
make spontaneous requests (or mands) rather than as an aide to un-
derstanding what other people were asking as the episode initially 
portrayed, but there were some positive signs. First, the parents as-
sured that the child had his communication book wherever he went - at 
home, the backyard and even while in the hospital. And at a critical 
point of the show Dr. House asks the boy what he ate and he responds 
appropriately using PECS! How mainstream can you get!" 

Toto, We’re not in Kansas 

Anymore: Political & Legislative 

Issues Facing Behavior 

Analysts in the 21st Century  
Michael Dorsey, Ph.D., BCBA 

The Vinfen Corporation 
Thomas Zane, Ph.D., BCBA 

The Center for Applied Behavior Analysis at The Sage Colleges &  
The Evergreen Center  

The profession of Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) marks its 

beginnings in many different ways.  The experimental analysis 

of behavior, associated with B.F. Skinner, provided the initial 

conceptualization and technology for the study of human behav-

ior both in the laboratory and, eventually, clinical settings. Some 

date the field to the initial publication of the Journal of Applied 

Behavior Analysis in 1968, others to the first meeting of the 

Midwest Association for Behavior Analysis (MABA).  MABA, 

the predecessor of the Association for Behavior Analysis Inter-

national, was founded in 1974, held its inaugural meeting in 

1975 in Chicago, with an attendance of 1,100 (Peterson, 1978).  

Today, The Association for Behavior Analysis International 

enjoys an average attendance of over 4,000 people from 40 

countries.  More recently, Shook (2005) described the advent of 

the certification process for those professionals practicing ABA, 

which has its roots in Florida, beginning in 1985.  Today, the 

Behavior Analysis Certification Board (BACB) has “almost 

5,000 certificants,” with “100 approved college and university 

programs – 23 of which are outside the U.S” (Shook, 2006). 

While this remarkable growth demonstrates both the success 

and social acceptance of the profession of Applied Behavior 

Analysis and the interventions we provide, it also comes with a 

cost.  In the early 70s, most of us in the field were able to “fly 

under the radar,” and practice our craft with populations that 

other professions rejected.  However, today, we have become a 

well-recognized profession and are beginning to compete with 

those same professions for the opportunity to treat the individu-

als they now claim as their domain.  The most remarkable trans-

formation that may have sparked an interest in ABA has been in 

the rapidly growing and visible area of service to individuals 

diagnosed with autism.  The United States Surgeon General 

(1999) recently stated that “Thirty years of research has demon-

strated the efficacy of applied behavioral methods in reducing 

inappropriate behavior and in increasing communication, learn-

(Continued on page 5) 
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The Ellen P. Reese 

Award is named 

for our colleague, 

the late Ellie 

Reese, 1926-97, 

who served as a 

Trustee of the 

Cambridge Center 

from 1982 to 1994. 

Ellie was a prolific 

writer and extraor-

dinary communi-

cator of behavioral 

concepts. Her film Behavior Theory and Practice (1965) is 

regarded as one of the best tools for teaching and learning 

basic behavior principles. She was a long-term faculty mem-

ber and mentor for many students and colleagues at Mount 

Holyoke College. 

  

The Ellie Reese Award was established to honor people who 

have made significant contributions to the communication of 

behavioral concepts to the public and the support for effec-

tive social solutions based on behavioral science. 

  

The award has been given on two previous occasions. In 

2001 the recipient was William Raspberry, columnist for the 

Washington Post, for his column based on the CCBS publi-

cation What Works in Education. In 2003 the award went to 

Headsprout for the organization’s pioneering work in early 

education. 

 

This year's recipient of the award, Aubrey C. Daniels, is a 

long-time trustee of the Cambridge Center. He is the founder 

of Aubrey Daniels International. Aubrey also founded the 

Journal of Organizational Behavior Management, and is the 

author of numerous articles on the application of behavioral 

principles to the problems of human behavior in organiza-

tions. Aubrey is the author of Bringing out the Best in Peo-

ple: How to Apply the Astonishing Power of Positive Rein-

forcement; Performance Management: Changing Behavior 

That Drives Organizational Effectiveness; Other People's 

Habits; and, co-authored with his brother, James, The Meas-

ure of a Leader. Aubrey has advanced behavior-based solu-

tions to problems in presentations around the world, and has 

been featured in USA Today, The Wall Street Journal, The 

New York Times, The Washington Post, Fortune, CNN and 

NBC. In 2005 the Association of Behavior Analysis Interna-

tional named him a Fellow. 

 

In presenting the award, CCBS Executive Director com-

mented, “Trying to keep with Aubrey is much like keeping 

up with the television character, Rocket Man - he's here, he's 

there, he's everywhere. Doing good. The Center is pleased to 

present the 2006 Ellen Reese Award to our friend and col-

league, Aubrey Daniels.” 

2006 Ellen P. Reese Award 

Presented to 

Aubrey C. Daniels 

ing, and appropriate social behavior.”  Similarly, In 2001, a U.S. 

Department of Education’s Office of Special Education Pro-

grams (OSEP) task force concluded that, “The most effective 

treatment for autism is an effective educational approach.”   The 

committee found that “the strongest studies (i.e., research based 

educational techniques) in terms of validity were developed out 

of an ABA approach.”  Finally, The No Child Left Behind Act 

of 2003 notes that “Educational services for children diagnosed 

with Pervasive Developmental Disorder/Autism, requires con-

sistent attention to detail, including the application of scientifi-

cally validated educational approaches.” This language is 

strengthened in the 2004 amendments to the Individuals With 

Disabilities Act which states that the services must be based on 

“peer-reviewed research to the extent practicable,” thus once 

again, linking IDEA to the NCLB principle of Scientifically 

Based Interventions, supporting a behavior analytic approach to 

the education of children diagnosed with autism. Clearly, the 

conceptual and technological foundations of ABA are widely 

recognized as valid and desirable aspects to treatment delivery 

for special populations. 

However, this level of attention has resulted in the 

development of political and legislative issues about which we 

in the field have historically not needed to be concerned.   We 

have begun to generate a territorial backlash by other profes-

sions, working to protect their turf.   A prime example of this is 

the newly enacted Psychology licensure law in the State of New 

York.  This new law has moved from a “title law” (i.e., one that 

simply prohibits non-licensed individuals form using the title 

“psychologist”), to a “practice law” (i.e., one that describes the 

behaviors which constitute the practice of psychology).  Title 

VIII, Article 153 of the New York State Education Law, pro-

vides that “only a person licensed or otherwise authorized under 

this article shall be authorized to practice psychology.”  This 

law further states that “the practice of psychology is the obser-

vation, description, evaluation, interpretation, and modification 

of behavior for the purpose of preventing or eliminating sympto-

matic, maladaptive or undesired behavior,” and that ; “the term 

treatment includes,… other psychological interventions, includ-

ing … behavioral, or other appropriate means as defined in 

regulations promulgated by the commissioner.”  Thus, the State 

of New York has created a law which limits the practice of 

“behavior modification” and/or the application of “behavioral” 

treatment interventions to persons holding a doctoral degree in 

Psychology and appropriately licensed as a “Psychologist” un-

der New York State laws. 

Other critical issues facing behavior analysts today 

include creating mechanisms for third-party billing for ABA 

services, the recognition by state agencies of the BCBA stan-

dard to author and/or supervise behavioral treatment interven-

tions, and the requirement of a “BCBA” to hold certain job ti-

tles, thus establishing the title “BCBA” as a licensed standard 

within state government and reconciling differences with those 

professionals who are both licensed Psychologists and hold 

board certification as “Behavioral Psychologists” through the 

American Board of Professional Psychology. Related to the 

practice of ABA is the issue of creating a opportunity for prac-

ticing BCBAs to acquire professional malpractice insurance at a 

reasonable cost. 

An important question for behavior analysts is what 

can we do about this particular law and similar laws that might 

be under consideration? How does our profession influence 

legislation prior to its enactment and what can we do about such 

acts once they become law?  The implications are quite clear – 

we need to be eternally vigilant to protect the opportunities for 

(Continued from page 4) 

(Continued on page 7) 
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The Cambridge Center is pleased to announce the results of 

trustee and advisory board elections that were held at the 

CCBS 2006 annual meeting. Trustees and advisors guide the 

policies and programs of the Center. In addition, the trustees 

elect the members of the Center's board of directors. 

 

New Advisors 
The following people were elected to membership on the Cen-

ter's Advisory Board:  Drs. Kathleen Dyer (Clinical Director of 

the River Street Autism Program at the Capitol Region Educa-

tion Council in Connecticut), Timothy Ludwig (Professor, Ap-

palachian State University), Rebecca MacDonald (Director of 

Intensive Instructional Preschool Program for children with 

autism at the New England Center for Children), Claire St. Peter 

Pipkin (Assistant Professor of Psychology, West Virginia Uni-

versity), Monika Suchowierska (Assistant Professor, Warsaw 

School of Social Psychology, Poland), Thomas Zane (Director 

of the Center for Applied Behavior Analysis at The Sage Col-

leges). 

 

New Trustees 
The following people were elected to 3-year terms as trustees of 

the Cambridge Center: Drs. Andy Bondy (President, Pyramid 

Educational Consultants), Mary Burch (media spokesperson for 

the American Kennel Club), Sigrid Glenn (Professor, North 

Texas State University), Linda Hayes (Professor, University of 

Nevada, Reno), Henry Schlinger (California State University, 

Los Angeles and Northridge), Tristram Smith (Associate Profes-

sor of Pediatrics at the University of Rochester Medical Center). 

 

Re-elected Trustees 
The following people were re-elected to 3-year terms as trustees 

of the Cambridge Center: Drs. Edward Anderson, Jay Birn-

brauer, Darrel Bostow, Aubrey Daniels, Edward Feeney, Celia 

Gershenson, Steven Hayes, Philip Hineline, Kent Johnson, 

James Johnston, Stephen Luce, Martha Pelaez, Henry Penny-

packer, Laura Schreibman, Beth Sulzer-Azaroff, Janet Twyman, 

Joseph Wyatt. 

 

Board of Directors 
New board members elected were Dr. Philip Chase (Professor 

of Psychology, West Virginia University), and Dr. Robert Little-

ton (Executive Director of the Evergreen Center, HSMC, and 

Beacon Services).  Carol Pilgrim (Associate Dean, University of 

North Carolina) was also re-elected. 

 

We welcome them, and look forward to their leadership and 

contributions to the Center. 

Election of CCBS Advisors, 
Trustees 

Behavioral Safety Now! 
The Hyatt Regency was such a wonderful location, BSN 2007 will 

return to Kansas City (Hyatt Regency) on September 25 - 27, 2007.  
Visit www.behavioralsafetynow.com to sign up for  

update emails and to register early. 
 

CCBS Annual Meeting of the Trustees 
October 5-7, 2007 (Columbus Day weekend)  

Chicago School of Professional Psychology, Chicago.  
Hosted by colleague and friend, Dr. Charles (Chuck) Merbitz. 

At its October, 2006, meeting, the CCBS board of directors took 

two actions to honor long-time CCBS trustee, Ed Anderson. 

First, the board established and awarded its first Founders’ 

Award to Edward L. Anderson. The award honors persons who 

have made exemplary contributions to the Cambridge Center.   

Over the past 25 years Ed has been a pillar of support for the 

Center, and a champion of behavioral applications that advance 

the quality of education. Within the Cambridge Center, Ed’s 

enthusiasm, personal leadership and energetic commitments to 

advance the Center’s mission and programs have served as bea-

cons for Center trustees, advisors and staff. Ed gave leadership 

and critical support to the development of the Center’s Internet 

presence a decade ago, a time when the Internet was in its in-

fancy, and a high risk 

venture. His leadership 

and investment enabled 

the Center to advance its 

mission around the 

world, and enter the 

homes and lives of peo-

ple everywhere. 

Second, the board estab-

lished a permanent 

award, the Edward L. 

Anderson Award for 

Excellence in Education. 

The award is to be given to persons or 

organizations who make exemplary contributions of behavior 

analysis to education, and is named for CCBS founder, Ed 

Anderson. 

On behalf of kids, schools, teachers, members, behavior.org 

visitors everywhere, as well as the past and present trustees, 

advisors and staff of the Cambridge Center, thank you for all 

you’ve done, Ed. You’ve made a difference in our lives.  

Board of Directors Gives CCBS 
Founders’ Award 

and Establishes the 

Edward L. Anderson Award 

Save the dates!   

Participants will learn about B. F. Skinner’s book Verbal 
Behavior (VB) and how it can help improve their communica-
tion training programs for children and adults with various 
learning and developmental disabilities. Participants will learn 
how an understanding of these complex verbal functions 
(operants) can lead to improvements in teaching strategies 
no matter which modality is selected.  Issues related to the 
difficulty of teaching communicating about emotions and 
feelings, as well as some of the central issues related to 
autism are described. 

ANNUAL FUNDRAISER 

Hosted by 

All profits will go to the B.F. Skinner Foundation 

February 23, 2007 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Holiday Inn—Boston/Dedham 

Using Verbal Behavior to Analyze Language 

Presented by Andrew S. Bondy, Ph.D. 

FOR THE  

 B.F. SKINNER FOUNDATION 

Edward L. Anderson 

CCBS 

Trustee 
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behavior analysts to continue working in the areas that we have 

historically been working. Thus, one very important issue facing 

our field is how we will deal with such situations? 

We have briefly described some political and legisla-

tive issues that impact our science and influence the practice of 

behavior analysts.  It seems logical that the best way to address 

these problems is to have a concerted effort at the state and na-

tional level.  A joint project between ABA International and the 

BACB has started to network with behavior analysts across the 

states to facilitate the recognition of the BCBA certificate. In 

addition, ABA International has created a task force to identify 

and hire an organization that will oversee public relations and 

respond to media reports that relate to ABA’s goals. This ap-

proach is similar to what the American Psychological Associa-

tion (APA) does. APA maintains a “Practice Directorate” whose 

(Continued from page 5) 

T hank you to CCBS Trustees, Advisors, Members and Friends for your volunteer leadership and support 
advancing the CCBS mission during the past year. This long list reflects an active and dedicated CCBS          

community.  I apologize in advance if I missed you. Join us this year!    Dwight  

CCBS 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Henry Pennypacker - 
chair  

Michael Cataldo  

Betsy Constantine 
Peter Farrow  

Steve Luce 

Steve Hayes 
Carol Pilgrim 

Kurt Salzinger 

Deborah Shanley 

Janet Twyman 

AUTISM ADVISORY 

GROUP 

Bill Ahearn  
Stephen Anderson 

Jay Birnbrauer 

Gina Green 
Laura Hall 

Sandra Harris 

Mickey Keenan 
Pat Krantz 

Eric Larsson 

Stephen C. Luce - chair 
James Mulick 

Lynn McClannahan 

Tristram Smith 

Bridget Taylor 

FINANCIAL OVERSIGHT 

COMMITTEE 

Edward Anderson 

Stephen Anderson 

Hank Pennypacker 
Kurt Salzinger 

Deb Shanley 

COMMISSION ON 

BEHAVIORAL 

APPLICATIONS:  

BEHAVIORAL SAFETY 

Mark Alavosius 

Bill Hopkins 

Robert Littleton 

Tim Ludwig 

COMMISSION ON 

BEHAVIORAL 

APPLICATIONS:  

ABA HUMAN SERVICES 

Gina Green 

Pets, Zoos & Animals ~ 
Mary Burch 

Performance Systems 

Analysis ~   
Ramona Houmanfar 

Verbal Behavior  ~  

A. Charles Catania 

Clinical Behavior  

  Analysis Section 

Patrick Friman  
Steven Hayes 

Douglas Lee 

Jennifer Longwell 
Jennifer Resetar 

Tom Waltz 

Kashunda L. Williams 

Gambling Section 

  Advisory Panel 

Pat Ghezzi 
Otto MacLin 

Charles Lyons 

W. Scott Wood 
Jeff Weatherly 

On-line Store 

Edward Anderson 
Stephen Hayes 

Parenting – letters to 

parents 

Roger McIntire 

Pets, Zoos and Animals 
Mary Burch - major revi-

sions, new material 

Pets, Zoos and Animals 

Advisory Panel 

Marge Gibbs 

Andy Lattal 
Judy Stowe 

Performance Systems 

Analysis Section 
Ramona Houmanfar 

Don Tosti 

Tutorials 
Darrel Bostow 

Karola Dillenburger 

Eric J. Fox 
Steven Hayes 

Mickey Keenan 

ANNUAL MEETING 

Andy Lattal 

Henry Pennypacker 

Mickey Keenan 
Laura Hall 

Robert Littleton 

Tris Smith 

Mike Weinberg 

ONBACE – ON-LINE  
BEHAVIOR ANALYST  

CONTINUING 

EDUCATION 

 

Special thanks to Ken 
Stephens for 

his leadership  
 

BACB-CEU  

  Coordinator 
Beth Sulzer-Azaroff 

Infrastructure  

  development 
Edward Anderson 

Robert Littleton 

Steve Neaz 
Rob Ober 

Neal Thompson 

1ST CEU MODULE:  

Behavioral Treatment 

of Autistic Children: 

Ivar Lovaas in His-

torical Perspective 

Edward Anderson 

Gina Green 

Steve Luce  

CCBS WEB SITE, 

 BEHAVIOR.ORG 

Action Editors 
Aging ~  

Margaret Vaughn 

Autism ~ Stephen Luce 
Behavioral Safety ~ 

Horacio Roman 

Computer Modeling 
of Behavior ~  

Ken Stephens 

Education ~  
Howard Sloane 

Gambling ~  

Mark Dixon 
Links ~  Ken Stephens 

Parenting ~  

Roger McIntire 

Janet Twyman 

ABA INVITED CCBS 

SYMPOSIUM, THE 

ACCREDITATION OF 

BEHAVIORAL 

APPLICATIONS 

Bill Hopkins 

Henry Pennypacker 
Michael Weinberg 

Dwight Harshbarger 

BEHAVIORAL SAFETY 

NOW 

John Austin 

Aubrey Daniels 

Scott Geller 
Bill Hopkins 

Terry McSween 

2006 NORTHEAST  

CONFERENCE ON  

AUTISM 

Bill Ahearn 

Robert Littleton 

Rebecca MacDonald 
James Mulick 

Bridget Taylor 

Michael Weinberg 

Tom Zane 

BEHAVIOR AND  

PHILOSOPHY 

Armando Machado 
Jack Marr 

John Staddon 

BEHAVIORAL  

TECHNOLOGY TODAY 

Henry Pennypacker 

Murray Sidman 

CAMBRIDGE CENTER - 

SLOAN CENTURY SERIES 

IN BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS 

Michael Cataldo 

Charles Catania 

Peter Farrow 

Henry Pennypacker 

CURRENT REPERTOIRE 

Mark Alavosius 

Deborah Altus 

Darrel E. Bostow 

Guy Brooks 
Betsy Constantine 

Richard K. Fleming 

Rob Holdsambeck 
Sandy Knott 

Jeff Kupfer 

Charlotte Mandell 
L. Keith Miller 

Hank Pennypacker 

Beth Sulzer-Azaroff 
Michael Weinberg 

Thomas M. Welsh 

Thomas J. Zwicker 

SPECIAL GRANT 

The Pennypacker 

Lecture, Hank &Susanne 
Pennypacker 
 

ELLIE REESE AWARD 

Phil Chase 

Andy Lattal 
Howard Sloan 

Beth Sulzer-Azaroff 

AND CCBS STAFF 

Tara Kasey, Business 

Manager 

Rebekah Pavlik, 
Webmaster, Mgr 

Membership Services & 
Marketing 

Kenneth Stephens, 

Web Applications 
Developer 

Cymbeline Storey, Editor 

Dwight Harshbarger, 
Executive Director 

With the support of  

Peter Farrow, attorney 
Richard Ozer, computer 

network 

sole and full-time 

charge is to monitor 

such legislative issues 

and advocate for 

those members of 

APA who identify 

themselves as 

“Clinical Psycholo-

gists” and work in 

positions providing 

direct clinical ser-

vices, and is funded 

exclusively through 

additional dues paid 

by those that benefit 

form the services they 

provide. 

Clearly the 

time has come for us 

to become more po-

litically aware and 

begin to advocate for 

the survival of our 

profession.  It may be 

reasonable for CCBS 

to become the center 

of this information 

sharing, by adding 

such developments to 

their web page, not as 

lobbyist, but only 

providers of informa-

tion.  We then need to 

take that information 

and create a mecha-

nism to best represent 

our needs. 

Mike Dor-

sey may be emailed                      
to discuss this topic or 

to receive links to post 

on www.behavior.org. 

2nd Annual Northeast Conference on Autism: 
Language & Reading for Children in the 
Autism Spectrum 

Friday, April 13, 2007 (8:30 am – 4:30 pm) 
Hoagland-Pincus Conference Center, UMass Medical Center 

Shrewsbury, Massachusetts 
Register through www.behavior.org/conf/ 

Keynote Speakers 
Andy Bondy, Ph.D., Pyramid Educational Consultants 

Tristram Smith, Ph.D., Univ of Rochester Medical Center 

Workshop Presenters 
Kathleen Dyer, Ph.D., River Street School, CREC 

Wendy Kozma, M.S., Evergreen Center  
Ann Filer, M.S., BEACON Services 

Advanced Registration:                 $125 Professionals/$35 Parents & Caregivers 

 

mfdorsey@comcast.net  
 

Have  you  

contr ibuted  

in  2007?  
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CAMBRIDGE CENTER 
FOR 

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES 
336 Baker Ave. 

Concord, MA  01742 

Cambridge Center/Sloan Century 
 Series in Behavior Analysis  

A. Charles Catania, Series Editor  

Important New Textbooks  

Available March 2007 

Additional information, including tables of contents and ordering information for both books can be found at http://www.sloanpublishing.com/cambridge 
or contact Sloan Publishing at (845) 534-4994 / Email: bwebber@sloanpublishing.com 

Promoting Progress Among Children on the Autism SpectrumPromoting Progress Among Children on the Autism SpectrumPromoting Progress Among Children on the Autism SpectrumPromoting Progress Among Children on the Autism Spectrum:  

Practical Field Activities for First Time UsersPractical Field Activities for First Time UsersPractical Field Activities for First Time UsersPractical Field Activities for First Time Users 

by John C. Mooreby John C. Mooreby John C. Mooreby John C. Moore    

by Beth Sulzerby Beth Sulzerby Beth Sulzerby Beth Sulzer----AzaroffAzaroffAzaroffAzaroff    

Conceptual Foundations of Radical Behaviorism is intended for advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate students in 

courses within behavior analytic curricula dealing with conceptual foundations and radical behaviorism as a philosophy. 

Each chapter of the text presents what radical behaviorism says about an important topic in a science of behavior, and then 
contrasts the radical behaviorist perspective with that of other forms of behaviorism, as well as other forms of psychology. 

Promoting Progress Among Children on the Autism Spectrum is designed for use in training programs that prepare person-

nel for working with children with autism, and which conform to the BACB’s Guidelines in terms of course coverage and the 

required hours of field experience for graduate and undergraduate certification.    

This practical text provides a set of well-structured materials to guide and support students during their initial introduction to 
practice in the field. Such material ensures that first-time practitioners gain the experience of effectively applying their previ-

ously acquired conceptual material, thereby increasing their competence.  

Conceptual Foundations ofConceptual Foundations ofConceptual Foundations ofConceptual Foundations of    
Radical BehaviorismRadical BehaviorismRadical BehaviorismRadical Behaviorism 

ISBN: 1-59738-011-3 

ISBN: 1-59738-009-1 
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